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FBI STOP MAN
PLANNING ATTACK ON
CHURCH
TOP NEWS STORY

 A man has been arrested by the FBI for allegedly

planning an attack on a church. The man planned

to bomb a church that is Christian and Nigerian. He

said he targeted it to "take revenge for our [ISIS]

brothers in Nigeria." He has been charged with

attempting to provide resources for ISIS and

distributing information relating to a destructive

device. The man thought he was giving plans for

how to make explosive devices to a fellow ISIS 

reporter but was actually and FBI employee.

The man also bought supplies needed to

construct bombs including acetone, 9-volt

batteries, ice packs, and nails. He recorded a

video of himself pledging allegiance to an ISIS

leader. He met with people working for the FBI

four times and talked about his detailed plans.

He planned to deliver the bomb in a backpack

for an attack in July.[Click the link for more] 
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TFor the most part, people come to church with the intention of worshipping God and

enjoying fellowship with others.

 

However, some individuals entering the church will cause disruptions, whether

through bringing family-related arguments to church, due to mental illness, drug or

alcohol intoxication, or other problems. It is vital that your Church Safety Team is

prepared to handle these situations correctly.

 

The Dealing with Disruptive Persons Using Verbal De-Escalation bundle provides the

information and training necessary for your Church Safety Team understand how to

approach a disruptive person without putting them instantly on guard, or triggering

their flight or fight response. It also details how to communicate with disruptive

individuals to defuse the situation and de-escalate things.

 

This downloadable bundle contains a fully customizable Powerpoint® Presentation,

Microsoft Office® files and PDF files. CLICK PICTURE  

TRAINING SPOTLIGHT
Dealing with Disruptive Persons

using Verbal Deescalation

https://sheepdogchurchsecurity.lpages.co/active-shooter-neutralization-and-lockdown-drills/
https://sheepdogchurchsecurity.lpages.co/active-shooter-neutralization-and-lockdown-drills/


I do not box as one beating the air (1 Corinthians 9:26b).

And the king lamented for Abner, saying, “Should Abner die as a fool dies?" (2 Samuel 3:33).

And a man wrestled with him until the breaking of the day (Genesis 32:24).

 

When You Need to Defend

The articles for June covered unarmed self-defense. There may be times when we have to defend

ourselves, even at church. We may be unarmed at the moment. We may be armed, but not have time

to pull out our weapon. Or we may be armed, but weapons would not be appropriate for the

situation. In each of these cases, we need to know how defend ourselves unarmed.

The four articles in this series were “At Level Yellow” (situational awareness), “Stand Off” (reaction

distances and stances), “Hold Off, Hold On” (blocking blows and using holds), and “Hold Down,

Move Up” (takedowns and training).

Things to Consider

Situational awareness is the first step in self-defense. It also includes taking warnings seriously. In

Jeremiah 40:13-41:3, Gedaliah was warned about Ishmael’s plot, but refused to believe it. He paid

for it with his life.

It also means being cautious with certain people. Abner did not exercise caution and was murdered

by Joab.  

How we stand in relation to the other person will make it easier or harder to defend ourselves. Give

yourself enough distance and hold a defensible position.

If someone takes a swing at you, can you block it? If someone tries to grab you, can you turn the

tables and take them down? Practice warding off attacks and using holds and takedowns to make

self-defense more natural.

Training is the key to learning and improving our self-defense skills.

Action Points

Listen to the podcasts for the articles. Kris has a lot of military and law enforcement training and

experience he draws on, and he presents it well.

If you are a Safety Director, urge your team to get self-defense training. Find self-defense trainers in

your area and choose one to conduct a class for your team. Have the trainer fous on those skills

needed for a Church Safety Team.

Then schedule self-defense practice times.

UNARMED SELF-DEFENSE
Ishmael the son of Nethaniah and the

ten men with him rose up and struck

down Gedaliah ... with the sword, and

killed him (Jeremiah 41:2).

https://sheepdogchurchsecurity.lpages.co/active-shooter-neutralization-and-lockdown-drills/
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UNARMED  SELF-DEFENSE  TRAINING

At Level Yellow
Stay Alert

In the Bible
Be sober-minded; be watchful. Your adversary the
devil prowls around like a roaring lion, seeking
someone to devour (1 Peter 5:8).
Look out for the dogs, look out for the evildoers…
(Philippians 3:2).
“Son of man, I have made you a watchman for the
house of Israel" (Ezekiel 3:17).
In the News
It Really Did Happen …
Early one mid-week evening in a Southern city, a
young white man enters a large African-American
church through a side door. Finding a Bible study in
progress, he walks into the room and sits down,
listening to the discussion on a scriptural passage.
After a while, he begins arguing with some of those
present. When they begin to pray, he pulls out a
handgun and begins shooting. Nine people are killed,
including the pastor.
Before he pulled out his weapon, did anyone in the
Bible study have any suspicions about the stranger in
their midst?
Situational Awareness
The first step in defense is awareness of threats. It is
actually the first step in any kind of defense against
any kind of threat. Basically, it is knowing what is going
on. For instance, we protect the flock from severe
weather by paying attention to weather forecasts and
receiving alerts. Vigilance in keeping the records
straight and knowing who accesses the safe and the
church's bank accounts defends the church against
fraud and embezzlement. Knowing about threats to the
community and the church, we prepare accordingly.
For self-defense, situational awareness is closer to us
in time and place. This means being aware of your
surroundings, who is there, what is happening, and any
changes in the situations.
 

All-Around Awareness
Safety, security, survival, and self-defense sites
stress all-around awareness. Out in the open,
threats can come from any direction, not just from in
front, behind, and to either side, but also from
above and below. In church security, we should be
aware of what is all the way around on our level and
what is above us (if we are on an upper level, add
what is below us). The Sheepdog Church
Security training course "Church Safety/Security
Volunteer Team Academy" says, "Think 540°" when
considering "An awareness of your immediate
vicinity and of the people and objects within your
environment." [1]
Alertness Levels
Situational awareness requires a minimum level of
alertness. The title of this article comes
from Cooper's Color Code of Awareness. In this
awareness color chart by Jeffrey Cooper (USMC
Ret.), Yellow is the minimum level for effective
situational awareness.:
White: Unaware and unprepared.
Yellow: Relaxed alert. No specific threat situation.
Your mindset is that "today could be the day I may
have to defend myself."
Orange: Specific alert. Something is not quite right
and has your attention. Your radar has picked up a
specific alert.
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

https://www.amazon.com/Active-Shooter-Mitigation-Training-Worship/dp/1791373488/ref=sr_1_3?keywords=kris+moloney&qid=1550113944&s=gateway&sr=8-3


 

At Level Yellow Continued...
conversations becoming increasingly argumentative,
angry outbursts, etc.
Constantly evaluate what you see and hear using
the OODA Loop: Observe, Orient, Decide, Act [3].
In Defense of Self
If threatened, act defensively. The safest defense is
evasion - get out of the way. However, as protectors
of the flock, there are circumstances when we must
step in to defend others. In those cases, we must
exercise active self-defense. There are several
stages and options available to us. Some of these
are covered in other articles in this series.
Defuse the Situation
We try to approach each situation which is not yet
disruptive in a calm manner. However, sometimes a
person may become agitated, no matter how calm
we are. On the other hand, this may be an encounter
between two persons which is becoming disruptive.
Calming the situation with verbal de-escalation is a
proactive defense, which may help us avoid using
physical defense.
Be on Your Guard
In a potentially disruptive incident, be ready to
defend yourself physically if it becomes necessary.
This begins with the interview stance and
maintaining a reasonable distance.
Be Prepared
Be trained in self-defense skills and practice the
techniques regularly. Practice observation to
improve your situational awareness skills. This can
be ongoing. Work with another team member, taking
turns with questions such as, "Did you see that?" or,
"What is that she has?"
What if …
In the news story above, did the young man raise
anyone's suspicions before pulling out his gun? If
they did, what could they have done (depending on 
 
 
 
 

Red: Condition Red is fight. Your mental trigger
(established back in Condition Orange) has been
tripped. [2]
If you are alert and paying attention (Level Yellow),
there will be times you go to Level Orange, then
sometimes on to Level Red.
Ten Steps in Situational Awareness
Several websites explain situational awareness. On
one of them, Be Survival, the author (who goes by
"Sergeant Survival") lists "10 Ways To Improve Your
Situational Awareness" -
Learn to Predict Events
Identify Elements Around You
Trust Your Feelings
Limit Situational Overload
Avoid Complacency
Be Aware of Time
Begin to Evaluate and Understand Situations
Actively Prevent Fatigue
Continually Assess the Situation
Monitor Performance of Others [10]
This is not written from a church safety/security
perspective, but it is applicable. Among the details is
advice such as, don't narrow your focus (such as
with mobile phones and TV monitors), note changes
over time, and get enough rest to keep yourself alert.
What to Look for
First, look around and keep looking. Notice
everything in your range of view. As we look around,
we should know what to be especially aware of.
About 40 years ago, a security supervisor told the
guards, "Do more than count ceiling tiles," which
translates to, "Pay attention to what really matters."
In the church foyer, this means noticing every
person. Take special notice of those you don't know
and stay aware of them even if you are talking with
someone else.
Identify potential threats and keep a constant
awareness of any you identify. Could a suspicious
bulge be a weapon? What is in that a box left by the
door? Has something been moved? Is anything out-
of-place?
Notice persons' facial expressions, their actions, and
how they interact with others. Does anyone seem to
be irrational? Irritated? Snoopy? Secretive or furtive?
As we learned in the series on Verbal De-
escalation[5], be alert for potentially disruptive
situations, such as hostile encounters, 

https://warnable.com/


 

At Level Yellow  Continued...
where they were in the room)? The young man sat
down next to the pastor. When he began to argue,
the pastor or the person on the other side (or behind
him) could have kept watch, ready for anything. If
this person kept an eye open during prayer, he
would have seen the subject reach for his weapon
and may have been able to knock it out of his hand.
As it was, one man saw the gun and tried to talk the
assailant out of shooting. The man dived in front of
his aunt, giving his life in an attempt to shield her.
She was killed anyway.
There Is More
Other articles in this series are:
"Stand Off - Maintain a Safe Distance"
"Hold Off, Hold On - Block Thrusts, Execute Holds"
"Hold Down - Tackle, Take Down, Knock Down,
Throw"
 
Check website for references: Click HERE
 
 
 

https://sheepdogchurchsecurity.net/articles/at-level-yellow/
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Stand Off
Maintain a Safe Distance

In the Bible
They kept a safe distance –
The people stood far off, while Moses drew near to
the thick darkness where God was (Exodus 20:21).
Stand therefore, having fastened on the belt of truth,
and having put on the breastplate of righteousness
(Ephesians 6:14).
… and the angel of the Lord took his stand in the way
as his adversary (Numbers 22:22).
“Say to the congregation, Get away from the dwelling
of Korah, Dathan, and Abiram.” (Numbers 16:24).
Abner did not keep his distance –
And when Abner returned to Hebron, Joab took him
aside into the midst of the gate to speak with him
privately, and there he struck him in the stomach, so
that he died, for the blood of Asahel his brother (2
Samuel 3:27).
In the News
The Bad News
Kissimmee, Florida, May 22, 2013 - A man being
questioned about a triple murder in Boston grabbed a
knife from the kitchen counter and lunged at an FBI
agent, wounding him. The agent shot the suspect,
killing him. [1] Investigators and security specialists
raised questions about why they let the suspect stand
near the kitchen counter where the knives were, and
why the officer did not keep a safe distance from the
suspect, who was a mixed martial arts specialist and
had a record of using edged weapons. [2]
The Good News
There are hardly any news stories - if any at all - of
potential victims not being attacked or hurt because
they maintained a safe distance from and a
defensible position toward a hostile person. In these
cases, no news is good news. Why is no news
story good? Because either there was no attack, or if
one was attempted, the &"victim&" was able to get
out of the way or ward off an ineffective blow. If the
intended victim was injured or the attacker was
seriously hurt or killed, this would have been more
likely to make the news.
 Safe Distance
Some products or machinery have labels or user 

manuals have advice such as the following:
&"Use [the device] at least x feet from combustible
materials.&"
&"Keep hands and feet away from moving parts.&"
&"Do not operate without safety guards in place.&"
&"Do not look directly into the [laser] beam.&"
&"Do not stand in front of [a certain part] while [the
machine] is operating.&"
It is not only in using equipment and tools where we
are told to keep a safe distance and position. The
Bible has warnings about keeping our distance from
danger. God told Moses to tell the people to keep
their distance from the mountain, which they did
(Ex. 20:21). During Korah's rebellion, God said
everyone should get away from Korah and his
conspirators before they were swallowed by a
crevice opening up (Num. 16:24).
On the other hand, Abner was not watchful when
Joab called him aside to talk with him privately. Up
close, Joab pulled out a dagger and killed Abner in
revenge for what had been done in self-defense (2
Sam. 3:27). David said, &"Should Abner die as a
fool dies?&" (2 Sam 3:33).
What Is a Safe Distance?
When putting ourselves a safe distance from a
potentially hostile person, we must first consider
what makes the distance safe or unsafe. A few of
the factors are personal space, reach, thrust, travel
time, and detection/reaction time.
Personal Space
Each person has his or her own personal space.
One person's personal space may be wider or
smaller than another's. When that person feels 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

https://www.amazon.com/shop/instructor_moloney


 

Stand Off  Continued...
threatened, is angry, or is otherwise emotionally
distressed or upset, this personal space - their
&"defensive sphere&" - expands.
This means a Safety Team member approaching a
person should try to stay outside that person's
personal space to avoid provoking them. A member
who can discern people's emotional states may
sense when a person's personal space has
increased.
Reach
One figure of speech we have heard is, &"Keep them
at arm's length.&" Usually used figuratively, this does
have a physical basis. It pictures not letting someone
get too close by holding your arm out with the palm
raised. For us, keeping a safe distance means
staying beyond the other person's arm length plus a
little more. For most, this is 2-3 feet, more for
someone taller with longer arms.
Why this distance? (1) For most people this defines
their personal space. (2) It is the limit of their touch.
However, this is not the effective limit. All of us can
lean and/or stretch to some degree, increasing our
range of touch, but it is hard for someone to shove
you at the limit of their reach. Also, if the person has
an object in their hand, such as a rod, that will
increase their reach.
Thrust
When a person swings at someone, the momentum
stretches their reach. This is even more so with
something in the hand. It is only natural for them to
move a foot toward the other person (such as us)
when making a thrust, increasing their range. The
subject may also throw an object, multiplying the
impact range. Allowing for thrust increases the
distance we need to be safe.
Travel Time
We can also measure the distance by how long it
takes an attacker to move. The younger, stronger,
and more fit the subject is, the farther he or she can
move in a second or two.
Detection/Reaction Time
Our own detection of a move by the subject,
recognizing it as a threat, and making our defensive
move takes a little time. Meanwhile, the attacker has
already started to move and is still moving, even
accelerating. The time and distance covered between
an attacker's first move and our response is called
the &"reaction gap.&" This is what ultimately 

determines our own safe distance, depending on
whether the subject is armed or unarmed, trained or
untrained, practiced or inexperienced and our own
ability to detect and respond within that time.
Several attempts have been made to measure the
time it takes for an assailant to launch a successful
attack. The average time it takes an armed
defendant to pull out a handgun, aim and shoot is
1.7 seconds or longer (depending on experience,
holstering, and skill). A young man of average size
and build in his 20s or 30s can cover seven yards
(21 feet) in this time. Some people, such as mixed
martial arts experts, are even faster.
If you are unarmed, you can respond more quickly if
you can predict the assailant's trajectory and know
the right defensive moves. If the assailant is armed
with an edged weapon, your best defense is to pick
up an available object, such as a trash can, to block
a thrust or slash.
What Is a Defensible Position?
It is not only our distance but our stance which
enables us to defend ourselves. We cannot always
engage a subject conversationally from 21 feet
away, but we can stand in a way which gives us
more time and reduces an attacker's advantage.
The Interview Stance
The most recommended position is the interview
stance. Stand off the subject's weak side with your
feet about shoulder-width apart. Being on the weak
side increases the distance from his/her strong hand
and forces him/her to turn if attacking.
The line between your feet should be about a 40° to
80° angle to the line between the subject's feet. This
makes it harder to knock you off balance.
Meanwhile, you can pivot to increase the distance
as the subject turns.
 
 
 

https://www.amazon.com/Defending-Flock-Security-Church-Directors/dp/1981674772/ref=sr_1_1_sspa?keywords=kris+moloney&qid=1550114268&s=gateway&sr=8-1-spons&psc=1


 

Stand Off  Continued...
The Advantage
The interview stance has a distinct advantage over
standing toe-to-toe. First of all, this is less
threatening. Toe-to-toe comes across as nose-to-
nose, which is confrontational.
The interview stance is also more defensible. If the
safety team member is standing toe-to-toe, the
subject could suddenly push the team member off
balance, a scenario the interview stance avoids.
The interview stance gives you more time to respond
if the person you're dealing with begins an attack.
Depending on how the assailant moves, you can
move to dodge or block a blow with the fist, hit the
strong wrist to knock a knife loose, seize an arm if
they lunge in an attempt to grab you, etc., or trip the
subject.
This brings us to the topic of another article on blocks
and holds.
There Is More
Other articles in this series are &"At Level Yellow&"
(situational awareness), &"Hold Off, Hold On&" (block
thrusts, execute holds), and &"Hold Down&" (tackles,
takedowns, throws, and training).
 
Check website for references:
https://sheepdogchurchsecurity.net/articles/stand-off/
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

https://sheepdogchurchsecurity.net/articles/stand-off/
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Hold Off, Hold On
Block Thrusts, Use Arm & Wrist Holds

Unarmed Self-Defense Training
And a man wrestled with him until the breaking of the
day. When the man saw that he did not prevail
against Jacob, he touched his hip socket, and
Jacob's hip was put out of joint as he wrestled with
him (Gen 32:22-32).
For we do not wrestle against flesh and blood, but
against ... the spiritual forces of evil in the heavenly
places. ... In all circumstances take up the shield of
faith, with which you can extinguish all the flaming
darts of the evil one (Ephesians 6:12,16).
In the Bible
Bend, Oregon, August 2018 - The police chief of
Bend was on his way to a meeting. He saw a
mentally-disturbed man creating a public disturbance.
The chief stopped and tried to calm the man. Instead,
the man assaulted the chief, first with a drink in a
cup. Further attempts to calm the individual failed.
The man resisted arrest, striking the chief, who then
"Took him into an escort hold, took him into the
ground and held him in place on the curb" until other
officers arrived. [1]
Unnamed City, October 13, 2018 - A black-dressed
counter-protester got into an argument with a man on
the street wearing a white sweatshirt with "CRY TO
GOD" on the sleeve. When the man in white looked
away, the counter-protester threw a sucker punch.
The attempted punch was immediately blocked by
another man wearing a shirt with "REPENT SINNER"
on the front. The "REPENT SINNER" man had been
closely watching the counter-protester the entire time.
[2]
Hudson, Minnesota, November 20, 2018 - The driver
of a car stopped for an "improper turn violation" was
evidently under the influence of marijuana. When he
refused to exit the vehicle, police used an escort hold
to pull him out. A search discovered marijuana and
other drugs on his person and in the automobile. [3]
"En Guard!"
In some situations, we can see it coming. Someone
gets red-faced, repeatedly clenching and loosening
their fists. Any moment they might take a swing at
you or the person with you. You are naturally on
guard, on the defensive.

dOther times the signs are not so obvious. Unless
you are especially observant, you may be caught
unaware. Some people do flare up almost instantly,
while a few can cunningly mask their intentions until
they strike. You cannot always count on a bystander
to call out "En guard!" ["On your guard!"] or "Look
out!". But we can be alert and watchful when dealing
with people, positioning ourselves so we can react
defensively if the other person does attack.
In the second news story above, it appeared foolish
for the man in the white shirt to look away. He should
be thankful his friend was watching and ready. When
dealing with someone in a tense situation, we need to
be constantly aware of their stance and any changes
which telegraph their emotional state and their
intentions. Of course, we watch their face and their
hands, but also be aware of their feet (by the way,
standing far enough back* lets us see their feet
without having to totally look down). Shifting a foot
may signal that the person is about to swing.
* "6 feet just happens to be the reactionary gap police
used for an unarmed combatant. [It] provides enough
time to evade or deflect a physical attack." [4][5]
Hold Off (Block That Blow)
We are thrilled when a player on our basketball team
blocks a key shot by an opposing player. Even more
thrilling is a blocked field goal or extra point kick in a
close football game, or a shot blocked by the
goaltender in hockey or soccer.
If we are prepared, practiced, and aware, we can
have a blocked shot of our own when someone 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

https://www.schoolsafetysolution.com/


 

Hold Off, Hold On Continued...
launches a punch or kick. Even if we are unarmed, it
is possible to turn aside a slash or thrust with a knife.
There are several ways to block a blow. Some are
used in boxing. These and others are used in martial
arts. All apply in unarmed self-defense. Types of
blocks are:
Inside blocks
Outside blocks
High blocks
Low blocks
Parries (hitting back)
Other types of blocks
Circular block
X block
High X block
Twin forearm guarding block
Hooking block
Pole block [6]
The easiest one to learn and do is the Inside Block.
First, it is the easiest to position for. Cupping or
folding your hands waist-high while in an interview
stance looks natural and is non-threatening. From
here they can be quickly raised to block an incoming
blow, bringing the hand higher than the subject's arm
and moving out, deflecting the blow to one side.
If the subject thrusts through the middle, an outside
block will put the fist further across and give you the
opportunity to grab the wrist with your other hand.
A high block meets arms and hands coming down
from above. Since the subject has to first raise one or
both arms, this gives you a little more time to
respond.
A low blow may be with arms aimed at the lower
torso or feet coming up in a kick. If it is with arms,
moving to one side and coming down on the arm may
knock the assailant off balance. Blocking a kick often
unbalances the attacker.
Parrying is countering a blow with one of your own.
Usually this is blocking with one arm/hand and
striking with the other. It could be seizing an elbow or
wrist to execute a hold while the assailant is
committed to a trajectory and cannot change
direction. Parrying is often taught in self-defense
classes and shown in demos - blocking the attacker's
right arm with your left while thrusting your right fist at
him/her.
Hold On (Gain Control)
As in wrestling and martial arts, holds and locks are 

for gaining and maintaining control of your
opponent. Searching for written instructions and
diagrams can be frustrating, since the search terms
will lead to a host of other topics. Use "escort hold"
and the search results include things such as fluid
capacities for Ford Escorts ("How much xxx does a
[model year] Escort hold?"). However, there are
several videos demonstrating these techniques. In-
person training is better than YouTube for learning
these techniques. Then you can practice and be
coached.
The most used hold in security, law enforcement,
and corrections is the Escort Hold (used in two of
the above news stories). One form of the escort
hold is grabbing one wrist and the opposite elbow.
This hold enables the holder and the subject to both
walk as the subject is escorted to another area.
Wristlocks and arm locks are compliance holds,
using pain and/or immobilization to gain the
compliance of the subject. Not recommended for
church safety and security teams, unless in a literal
life-or-death struggle, are choke holds. Even highly-
trained law enforcement officers can accidentally
cause serious injury or death.
Ready to React
If verbal de-escalation does not work and the
subject takes a swing at us, we must be ready to
hold off the blow, then hold on to bring the situation
under control.
There Is More
Other articles in this series concern situational
awareness, safe distances and stances, takedowns,
and training.
 
Check website for references:
https://sheepdogchurchsecurity.net/articles/hold-off-
hold-on/
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CHURCH SECURITY ROLL PODCAST
Weekly Tips and Encouragement for Church Security Teams based on 

the research and experience of Kris Moloney and the Sheepdog Church 

Security Team. Hosted by  Ron Neeley and Kris Moloney

In some situations we can see it coming. You are naturally on guard, on the defensive.  Other times the
signs are not so obvious. Unless you are especially observant, you may be caught unaware. But we can
be alert and watchful when dealing with people, positioning ourselves so we can react defensively if the
other person does attack.

CLICK HERE TO LISTEN

Hold Off, Hold On: Block Thrusts, Use Arm & Wrist Holds

A special podcast by Sheepdog founder, Kris Moloney, about how to prepare your team for an active
shooter occurrence.

CLICK HERE TO LISTEN

Special Hostile Environment Response

The first step in defense is awareness of threats. Basically, it is knowing what is going on. Knowing about
threats to the community and the church, we prepare accordingly. For self-defense, situational
awareness is closer to us in time and place. This means being aware of your surroundings, who is there,
what is happening, and any changes in the situations.

CLICK HERE TO LISTEN

At Level Yellow: Stay Alert

https://soundcloud.com/churchsecurityrollcall
https://soundcloud.com/churchsecurityrollcall/csrc159-hold-off-hold-on
https://soundcloud.com/churchsecurityrollcall/csrc137-dont-let-it-happen-here
https://soundcloud.com/churchsecurityrollcall/csrc154-knowing-how-to-help
https://soundcloud.com/churchsecurityrollcall/csrc158-special-hostile-environment-response
https://soundcloud.com/churchsecurityrollcall/csrc136-see-the-hurt
https://soundcloud.com/churchsecurityrollcall/csrc153-it-happens
https://soundcloud.com/churchsecurityrollcall/csrc157-at-level-yellow
https://soundcloud.com/churchsecurityrollcall/csrc135-under-our-wings
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M e s s a g e s  f r o m    

S h e e p d o g s  a c r o s s  t h e  

c o u n t r y

PAT H.
was very pleased when I heard of Sheepdog Church Security and have taken

advantage of the discounted Church Safety Ministry Proposal Kit.  I have

downloaded it as I will use to launch our new Security Team here at Cassville

Baptist Church in Ga.  I am a retired LEO with 26 years service and currently act

as a R&R relief Security Manager for a prime contractor with a DoD contract in

Afghanistan.  Since retirement from Law Enforcement, I have been fortunate in

being able to expand my knowledge base on DoS and DoJ contracts in Bosnia, a

DoS contract in Kosovo and DoD contracts in Iraq and Afghanistan.

 

Thank you for your service Sir and know that it is reassuring having Sheepdog

Church Security as a resource as our team develops.

 

Stay safe always,

 

FREE MONTHLY DOWNLOAD

Protect God’s People with Our Church Safety Resource
[Free Download] 

To Get this Resource, Click the Picture (Link) and enter your Email Address. 
You will receive an email with a Download Button. Click the Button in the Email 

to Download the Safety Ministry Resource. (The Download is in PDF format.)

Verbal De-escalation Checklist: 10 Essential Do's and Don'ts for

Managing Potentially Tense Situations

Your Safety Team may be called upon from time to time to handle domestic

disputes that spill over in the church, work with mentally ill family members,

or even respond to disruptive intruders. Safety Team members will need to

know how to defuse the situation and get parties to calm down and

cooperate. Here’s a checklist of 10 things to watch for.

Kris

Kris, thanks for your amazing work, your articles are now in my "must read"
category. Be blessed, my friend
 

RICH C.

https://sheepdogchurchsecurity.lpages.co/lm-verbal-deescalation-checklist/


These are questions that your security team may find yourself revisiting time and time again.

My name is Wesley Lau.  In my previous life, I served as a fire warden.  One thing I commonly noticed

in my job was how when an emergency occurred, people panicked and chaos often ensued, despite

the existence of well thought out plans.  There was no tool to tie everyone together, and to

disseminate and communicate critical information. 

This led me and my co-founder Adam Wolfson to consult with first responders and create our safety

app Warnable, which now works with churches and other institutions all across the country.

Warnable works by allowing your security team and church leadership to pre-plan specific

scenarios, each of which has its own specific protocol and chain of command to follow.  For each of

those scenarios, you can program in details such as audience, who can send, response plan, and

much more using our custom template technology.   

Once the scenario is created, anyone with permission can send them out within seconds and tie in

the relevant party with the push of a button.  Depending on the scenario, each alert will have real-

time chat, check-ins, photos, map with safe points / locations, and more.

Examples of real situations that churches have used us for include:

·         Weekly Sunday Security – security team can check-in and chat on developments discreetly.  If

there is something/somebody to watch out for, this information can be transmitted here.

·         Medical emergency – In one megachurch in CT, after a man collapsed church staff used

Warnable to tie in leadership, doctors and nurses immediately.

·         Missing child – Warnable was used to alert and communicate with staff, who upon receiving

blanketed out across church grounds and structures to coordinate an informal search party in

minutes.

·         Suspicious person – Used to report unknown individual displaying unusual behavior and

standing close to the altar. 

 

 

SHEEPDOG'S MONTHLY GUEST ARTICLE
HOW A CHURCH SAFETY APP CAN HELP

PROTECT YOUR FLOCK
“IN THE EVENT OF A CRISIS, HOW DO WE COMMUNICATE AND
RESPOND IN THE BEST WAY TO SHEPHERD OUR BROTHERS

AND SISTERS TO SAFETY?  WHAT TOOLS ARE AVAILABLE TO
HELP IMPROVE OUR EXISTING PROCESSES?”

Other clear use cases include fire drills,
weather events, lockdowns, and
communication amongst parking staff /
ushers.
Warnable works primarily through an app
install, but it is possible to send out fully
functional text or email links for those who
don’t have the app installed.

https://warnable.com/


CERTIFIED ONSITE INSTRUCTORS

We are excited to announce that we have launched our Certified Sheepdog 
Instructor program! I  can't tell  you how many times, I  have been asked 
about onsite instructors from both churches looking for training and from 
instructors wanting to use our materials. Right now, we have two fully 
qualified instructors that can train your volunteers to serve on a Safety 
Team. AND, get them to the point of certification. 

BRIAN STOLT
My name is Brian Stolt. I am a certified NRA Basic Pistol Instructor, NRA Range 
Safety Officer and a MN DNR Hunter Safety Instructor. Prior to being a Firearms 
Instructor, I was a Police Officer for 18 years, with 14 of those years as a K-9 
Officer. After I retired from policing, I began work as a firearms instructor where 
my experience and skills are used to help train others in the real world use of 
firearms and personal defense. I am currently working as an Account Manager 
for a private security company.
 
Website: https://stolttacticaldefense.com/

MINNESOTA

MICHAEL MERCER
Michael Mercer is a retired police officer with over thirty years of crime-
prevention experience. He is a nationally certified chemical agent specialist, an
expert witness, and a national practitioner in crime prevention through
environmental design (CPTED.) He is also a US Navy Veteran and the Past
President of the Maine Association of Police, Retired. He is the Founder of
Michael Mercer Consulting L.L.C. and specializes in House of Worship safety,
security, and emergency operations. 
 
Website:  https://michaelmercerconsulting.com

MAINE

MICHAEL & DESERÉE KENNEY
My name is Michael A. Kenney, the founder of The Kenney Protective Agency
LLC, providing private security services in NJ. I have over 35 years experience in
professional law enforcement and private security management. My wife Deserée
is our Security Manager and Training Coordinator who has over 10 years
experience supervising adult offenders and parolees in a community corrections
setting. I am a NJ State Police Certified Security Officer Instructor, and we are
both Certified Instructors for the SABRE Civilian Safety Awareness & College
Safety Training Programs. We also specialize in Private Security and Safety Team
Training for Houses of Worship.
 
https://www.kenneyprotectiveagency.com/

NEW JERSEY

https://stolttacticaldefense.com/
https://michaelmercerconsulting.com/
https://www.kenneyprotectiveagency.com/
https://stolttacticaldefense.com/


SEMINARS AND CONFERENCES
Church Safety and Security Events

SHEEPDOG SEMINARS

ASHEVILLE, NORTH CAROLINA - JULY 19-20

EL DORADO, ARKANSAS - AUGUST 19-20

https://www.sheepdogsafetytraining.com/asheville-north-carolina-july-1920-2019
https://www.amazon.com/shop/instructor_moloney
https://www.sheepdogsafetytraining.com/el-dorado-arkansas-august-1920-mon-tues-police


SHEEPDOG CORNER 

A Police Officer with over 15 years of experience 
and a retired Army Captain and Company 

Commander. He has certifications in Crime 
Prevention, Security Assessments, and the Crime 
Free Program. He also has a Bachelor’s degree in 
Ministry and a Master’s degree in Organizational 

Leadership.
Kris P. Moloney

Address:
712 Maple Circle

Belle Plaine, MN 56011
Phone/Fax/E-mail:

Phone: 612-470-7364
E-mail: kris@sheepdogchurchsecurity.net

SHEEPDOG CHURCH SECURITY

Hi Sheepdog,
When it comes to criminal acts, many of us have a strong sense of justice. We want to see criminals arrested,
charged and convicted for their crimes.
When we are working as part of a Safety Team in church, should we pursue justice? For example, if a criminal
comes to church one day and commits any sort of crime, should we make capture for the sake of justice a
high priority?
When it comes to the safety of the congregation and maybe to a lesser degree ourselves, using reasonable
force for protection is the top priority. But when everyone is safe, do we engage a criminal so we may turn
them over to police?
Here is something to consider. When a representative of the church uses force against another, a risk of
criminal and civil liability develops. When the force is for protection, who cares? We will always protect the
people around us from physical harm.
However, when the force is for justice purposes we may be exposing ourselves and the church to unnecessary
risk. Maybe letting the criminal escape and letting law enforcement do their jobs is a better option.
Each church will have to decide for themselves what their Use of Force policy allows. My recommendation is
the policy states the primary use of force is for protecting others from physical harm and force may be used to
detain a criminal but should be done using sound judgement and the risk of injury to either party should be a
consideration.  
And then, train your teams to use force for the protection of others from physical harm and discourage them from using force
for justice purposes. But once again, it’s up to you and your church to decide.

 
 
 
 

Your loyal companion in Christ,
Kris P. Moloney

https://sheepdogchurchsecurity.net/reviews/

